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Corporates realized it’s key for them to better drive the duality of
optimal performance today and sustainable growth tomorrow. They
understood that speed and agility is a crucial enabler in this and have
embraced design thinking to spark innovation and launch new value
propositions. Today, for many, the main area they still struggle with is
bringing in qualitative and authentic user insights at speed. In this
whitepaper, we guide you through the model we have developed to
scale user research in big organizations.
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Design choices make or break your innovations
In today’s rapidly changing environment, organizations need to continuously
challenge their product and services portfolio if they want to stay relevant. They
need to shape and test countless new value propositions, and they need to do it
fast.
The innovation ﬂow goes through diﬀerent stages: inspiration, ideation and
realization. In every stage, you need to make crucial design choices: select the
problem to solve, identify a suitable solution, deﬁne the user experience, set the
price, create the look and feel, etc. Every design choice is an opportunity to take
the project further down the track to success. Or failure.
When we look at the top twelve reasons why start-ups fail, four reasons relate to
poor design choices. Having the right user insights, helps reduce the risk of failure
and accelerate the time to market. That’s why user research is key to successful
innovation: it allows teams to gather relevant and valuable user insights, which in
turn help shape the right context and ultimately the desired value proposition.

User research?
Before we continue, let’s ﬁrst make sure we are on the same page on the deﬁnition of user
research. Our user research covers every user touchpoint which inﬂuences design choices.
Every stage of the innovation ﬂow ideally requires user research. The research can be
qualitative or quantitative, behavioral or attitudinal.
It ranges from surveys and interviews to smoke testing with landing pages and (un)guided
user tests. The context, project phase, and the objective of user research deﬁnes what
format or method is most suitable.
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In many organizations, traditional research follows the following
formula. Teams responsible for developing new products, services or
value propositions are involved only at the start of the user research.
They provide the experts with a short brieﬁng, a set of questions they
want answered. Then, they back oﬀ and leave the ﬂoor to the
customer insights team, the market research team or whatever team
is doing the actual user research. Once these researchers complete
their job, they present a thorough report with their ﬁndings.
This traditional way of doing research has signiﬁcant limitations. In
essence, it is far too time-consuming. The research can take several
months, with no guarantees of green light. These days, organizations
can’t aﬀord to put an innovation on hold for months. If they wait too
long, their competitors may overtake their eﬀorts.

“

Companies face a
devilish dilemma.
Cutting corners on
user research is not a
viable, sustainable
strategy. But sticking
to the traditional way
of doing user
research slows
innovation down.

“

Saying goodbye to traditional user research

On top of this, many companies have turbocharged their innovation
eﬀorts and launched multiple agile squads who all request user
research. The research centers of expertise face a strong rise in
demand for user research and they can’t keep up with the demand.
They become the new bottleneck.
Companies face a devilish dilemma. Cutting corners on user research
is not a viable, sustainable strategy. But sticking to the traditional way
of doing user research slows innovation down. It’s time for a new
approach.
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Democratizing user research, an important
game changer
Many large agile organizations struggle with the user research dilemma.
Traditional user research, concentrated within one or more specialized teams,
does not allow them to have both the speed and the reliable user insights they
need. So, they need to ﬁnd new and better ways to set up user research.
Even forerunners like LinkedIn, Yahoo and Atlassian, were forced to rethink the
way they collect user insights. What they all have in common, is that they chose
to democratize (part of the) user research. They granted their squads more
autonomy and enabled them to produce their own user insights. The squads
don’t have to wait for reports, they go out there and they go get the user insights
themselves. Firsthand, brutally honest, unﬁltered.
The impact of democratizing user research goes far beyond the products,
services and value propositions. Democratizing user research contributes to usercentered and customer-centric organizations. When an important part of the user
research happens within the same teams and squads that come up with
innovative value propositions, the customer understanding gap narrows.
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Best of both worlds, democratization and centralization
We’re real believers of democratizing user research, deﬁnitely part of the user research, but the move
also comes with some new challenges that needs to be tackled.

Firstly, there is the challenge to balance small, iterative testing within squads with
validation on a larger scale. Small and iterative testing is crucial for the squad to build
promising new value propositions, but big corporates still need to validate strategic
directions to drive and impact key stakeholders’ decisions. This often requires more
expertise and is therefore better performed by a central team with experts.
Secondly, there is also the challenge to centralize and share user research insights. Big
corporates risk to decentralize and scatter user insights if more of the user research is done
within squads rather than by a central customer insights team.

In short, beyond democratization, building a solid new user research model, involves creating a
system that ensures that internal expertise and best practices are eﬀectively documented and
disseminated to maintain a high quality in practices and outcomes.
Let us explain how we have developed an agile and scalable user research model that combines
democratization and centralization.
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THE AGILE USER
RESEARCH MODEL
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The 3 research streams
Central to our agile user research model is the diﬀerentiation between 3 user research streams. All 3
have a diﬀerent scope and a diﬀerent approach to make sure we can balance speed and quality and
meet the high innovation standards of the corporate world. Let us explain the 3 diﬀerent streams
(p.09) and their role within the end-to-end innovation cycle (p.10)!
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LOW-BARRIER RESEARCH
The focus of this ﬁrst user research stream is the lean, iterative and experimental research
performed within a squad. The focus is on learning and exploring, and the research samples are
rather small. Each research method is pre-deﬁned. The low-barrier approach is designed to make
the user research accessible and repeatable.
The main purpose is to crank up interactions between the people who make the decisions and
those aﬀected by their decisions: the users and customers.
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STRESS TEST
To ensure the quality and the reliability of the user insights, we add this second stream to the user
research. The user research experts in the organization, located outside the squads, run stress
tests.
They perform user research on bigger samples to validate the most critical, more strategic
assumptions throughout the design thinking tracks of the squads. They work closely together with
the squad to carry out the stress tests.
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INFUSION
To avoid decentralization of user insights, we add this third stream to the user research. Most
organizations have already gathered a ton of user insights over the years. User research needs to
be fast and qualitative, but it also needs to be eﬃcient.
There’s no use in re-inventing the wheel, that’s a waste of time and money. In this third stream,
we centralize all user knowledge and feed the squads with existing user insights, relevant new
market insights, innovation trends, …
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Market insights & trends

LOW BARRIER
RESEARCH
Continuously gather user insights
to guide design choices

New opportunity

Lean and iterative experimentation:
• Smaller samples
• Sprint based approach
• Predeﬁned research methods
• (toolbox)
• Streamlined processes

Discover & empathize
SOLVING THE
RIGHT PROBLEM

Define the problem

STRESS TEST
Collecting proof to validate
design & strategic decisions

Stress test
• Is the problem real?
• Is there a market opportunity and is it
• big enough?

Problem statement

Lean and iterative experimentation:
• Large representative samples
• Strategic important check points
• Predeﬁned methods and
• thresholds

INFUSION

Ideate & conceptualize
SOLVING THE
PROBLEM RIGHT

Feeding and inspiring squads with
relevant market insights and
trends
Synthesis of what we know:
• all available market research
• Insights past user research

Prototype & test

Stress test
• Is the value prop the right one?
• Are users willing to pay?
• Can we prove traction with our solution?

Validated prototype

Develop
DONE RIGHT

Deliver

Viable solution
Learnings
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The changing roles and responsibilities
Setting up this new agile research model, with the 3 user research streams, impacts the roles and
responsibilities and intensiﬁes the collaboration between the squads working on new value
propositions and the expert research team, called the User Research HUB. Below we describe the
roles and responsibilities of the User Research HUB and the squads:

USER RESEARCH HUB

LOW BARRIER RESEARCH

STRESS TEST

INFUSION

OPERATIONS

EXPERIMENT COACH

VALIDATION RESEARCHER

KNOWLEDGE MANAGER

RESEARCH OPS MANAGER

Coach squad on making the

End-to-end responsible for

Macro view on existing and

Make sure the research

right decisions for next

driving stress test at stage

upcoming research in certain

operations are optimized and

research steps and coach

gate moments.

domains. Feed squads and

processes are eﬃcient to

them to deliver qualitative

extend their understanding of

deliver qualitative results in a

low barrier research.

the users.

fast-paced environment.

EXPERIMENT
RESEARCHER

EXPERIMENT
RESEARCHER

EXPERIMENT
RESEARCHER

SQUAD

SQUAD

SQUAD

1

2

3

EXPERIMENT
RESEARCHER

EXPERIMENT
RESEARCHER

SQUAD

SQUAD

4

…
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THE ROLE OF THE USER RESEARCH HUB
Do the user research experts within organizations suddenly become redundant
and unemployed? No, deﬁnitely not. The opposite is true. The role of the User
Research Hub – the competence center that user research experts call their
home - becomes even more crucial and impactful. Experts within the HUB take
on diﬀerent roles:
EXPERIMENT COACH – An important part of the experts’ jobs is to
enable people across the organization to do their own learning. They take
up the coaching role and train colleagues to carry out the low-barrier
user research. How do you interact with users? How do you ask the right
questions and make sure you get meaningful answers? What’s the best
research method to gather the insights you need?
VALIDATION RESEARCHER – The users research experts take care of
the stress tests. They are responsible for the broader validation of critical
and more strategic focused assumptions, such as validating the market
size or the market traction. This type of research is more complex and
requires expert knowledge.
KNOWLEDGE MANAGER – The experts centralize all user insights and
infuse the teams with existing and new knowledge. Moreover, they fuel
the strategic discussion by identifying major trends that inspire new
directions to be explored.
RESEARCH OPS MANAGER – Last but not least, the experts also work
hard on continuously improving and expanding the user research
methods and user research operations. They turn methods into ways of
working and are responsible for deﬁning solid operations (e.g. recruitment
and budgeting).
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THE ROLE OF THE SQUAD
The responsibilities of the squad members also shift:
EXPERIMENT RESEARCHER – They take the lead in carrying out the
low-barrier research (the ﬁrst big stream). Together, the squad members
are responsible for deﬁning the pace of the user research and the
assumptions that need to be tested. They facilitate the user research track
end-to-end, from selecting the proper user research method to actually
performing the user research and reporting back on the main learnings.
But they are not left to their own devices, as the model guarantees a
close collaboration between these squad members and the user research
experts.
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03

THE ROLE OF LEADERSHIP
User research is a team sport. Not only the user research HUB and the squad
members should be involved. Involvement of the organization’s leadership in
user research has major beneﬁts.
The collaboration between the experienced user research experts, the squad and
the leadership sparks conversations on how to solve user problems. It’s only by
breaking down the walls between the diﬀerent silos that people come up with
new ideas. By democratizing user research, more employees have more
interactions with more users, which results in solutions that take shape from
diﬀerent company angles.
It helps to build empathy across the organization. Users become real people of
ﬂesh and blood, instead of abstract personas or complex ﬁgures.
Collaborative user research should speed up decision-making. As leadership get
to see ﬁrsthand how their users interact or deal with new solutions, they will
agree faster on the pivots that need to be made.

Exposure hours?
Some organizations have started introducing so-called ‘exposure hours’ as a KPI for end of
year evaluation. Their product/service teams and even their leadership team need to spend
a certain number of hours on user research and interactions with users. The idea behind
the exposure hours is simple; the organizations believe that in order to solve real user
problems, it’s necessary to get behind the computer and out of the lab. Talking to users and
customers is still the most eﬃcient and the most reliable way to truly understanding their
needs and desires.
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03

KEY BUILDING
BLOCKS OF THE AGILE
USER RESEARCH MODEL
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So, what does it require to embed this new model within your organization? There is no one size
ﬁts all. You can’t just copy-paste user research from other organizations or other projects. But we
have identiﬁed four key building blocks to make our user research model an impactful driver of
innovation.

1

EFFICIENT RESEARCH
OPERATIONS

2

LOW-BARRIER USER
RESEARCH TOOLBOX

3

INTENSIVE TRAINING
AND COACHING

4

A TASKFORCE TO
DRIVE THE NEW WAY

1. EFFICIENT RESEARCH OPERATIONS
To turn user research into a well-oiled machine, it’s crucial that the operational processes that
support the research are organized eﬃciently. To deliver the right insights in an eﬃcient way, it’s
important that you don’t rely on the practitioners to set up the operating model on the go, but have
well deﬁned processes and governance in place to make this a breeze.
Some of the most important key research operations domains that need to be in place are:

PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT

DATA KNOWLEDGE AND MANAGEMENT

When you run two-week sprints, you need a big pool of

The user insights that the squads and the HUB gather,

users. The low-barrier research is conducted on rather

should not only be centralized, they should also be shared

small research samples, but the pace is high. The squads

across the organization. Tools and operations are essential

can’t aﬀord to look for new participants in every new stage.

enablers to make sure research data is easily accessible and

A well-thought-out recruitment approach is a crucial

widely available throughout the organization.

enabler of the model. Diﬀerent approaches are possible,
from a dedicated recruitment panel to close collaborations
with a recruitment agency.

USER RESEARCH TOOLS MANAGEMENT

BUDGETING

Some user research requires tooling. It’s important to

User research doesn’t necessarily have to cost a lot of

manage the licenses and make sure the tooling is legally

money. But it’s important that the budget for user research

compliant.

is determined and allocated upfront. Diﬃcult and often
frustrating budget negotiations should not be a bottleneck
for the squads carrying out the user research.
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2. LOW-BARRIER USER RESEARCH TOOLBOX
The goal of the model we have developed is to scale user research and make more people within
the organization part of the user research practice. Letting squads take the lead in user research
experiments is crucial. They will internalize the ﬁndings more deeply and will be able to apply new
knowledge to their product and service design projects.
However, an organization can’t expect that all people involved will be expert researchers from day
one. That’s why we pre-boxed diﬀerent low-barrier user research methods, with detailed process
descriptions to successfully perform the research. A toolbox provides the ingredients for each user
research method. With these ingredients, the designers can initiate and run their own research. They
don’t need to spend time on ﬁguring out where to start, they can follow a script that helps to
guarantee the quality of the user research. A big leap in eﬃciency.
Not all research methods are suited to be pre-boxed. Across the product and service design ﬂow,
ideal low-barrier research methods are methods for:
• Early exploration
• Concept testing
• Usability testing
Below you can see an overview of the 8 user research methods that are most suited to be preboxed. We plotted them on the innovation ﬂow. Other research methods, like diary studies or focus
groups, require a little more expertise. But they can still be translated to a pre-boxed format when
squad members gain more experience in doing user research. All methods require training before
using them.

Shadowing

Concept test
Problem statement
survey

Moderated
usability test

Unmoderated
usability test

Smoke test
Explorative
Interviews

Value proposition
survey
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3. INTENSIVE TRAINING AND CONTINUOUS COACHING
If your organization is serious about democratizing user research, you should invest in training the
user ambassadors who take the lead in performing low-barrier research. What better way to learn the
ins and outs of the user research toolbox than an intensive bootcamp?
Learning squad members to choose the right method, based on their research question, is the ﬁrst
main goal of the bootcamp. The focus is on getting to know the diﬀerent user research methods,
from ‘shadowing’ and explorative interviews to concept tests and usability tests and helping them to
make informed choices on when to use which method.
The second goal of the bootcamp is to make the squad members feel comfortable with actually
doing the user research themselves. They get to practice in a real life setting and get feedback from
experts.
• How do you build a good interview guide?
• How do you funnel it well?
• How do you deal with a defensive respondent or an overly chatty user?
Although a training can teach you the basics, the proof of the pudding is in the eating. The
democratization of user research demands ‘on the job’ coaching as well. The designers doing the
low-barrier research need guidance in the new way of working and the next research steps. User
research experts assist the squads while they run the experiments and carry out the user research.
With every new sprint, the expertise and the autonomy of the squads will increase.
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4. A TASKFORCE TO DRIVE THE NEW WAY OF DOING USER RESEARCH
This new way of working is not something you simply ‘put in place’. It’s crucial to keep
on iterating and adapting the model to the ever-changing needs of your organization.
We recommend installing a taskforce with the diﬀerent stakeholders to drive this
transformation.
How do you deal with a
How do you funnel it well?

defensive respondent or an
overly chatty user?

A good starting point for the taskforce is to track the impact of the new way of doing
user research. Set KPI’s for the squads and the user research HUB, ranging from the
number of low-barrier research tracks performed each quarter or the average
conﬁdence score of a squad to the average time from request to insights. Make sure
you also set up regular retrospective meeting to evaluate your KPI’s and keep your
ﬁnger on the pulse of the impact you are making. The feedback you get is crucial for
improving the user research model. It is a work in progress that will keep on evolving as
more and more squads pick up the right skills and the right mindset.

Based on the learnings, the taskforce can pinpoint improvement areas for user research.
It’s the taskforce that drives the roadmap to continuously improve the model. The
taskforce members are also the prime ambassadors who promote this new way of
working across the organization.
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04
HOW THE USER RESEARCH MODEL
SPARKS PROXIMUS’ INNOVATION
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TOGETHER WITH PROXIMUS WE SHAPED THEIR USER RESEARCH
MODEL. EY VODW HELPED THE BELGIAN TELECOM GIANT SCALE
AN AGILE USER RESEARCH APPROACH. WE EMPOWERED THEIR
SQUADS TO GATHER MORE AUTHENTIC USER INSIGHTS.

The challenge of Proximus
Proximus, the leader in Belgium’s Telco sector,
wants to deliver the best products and services,
faster than the competition. Several agile teams
were launched to spark and accelerate
innovation. As a result, the insights team faced a

steep increase in demand. It struggled to scale
the testing of new products and services with
customers. The same goes for the UX design
team, which is getting more requests for testing
desktop and mobile prototypes than ever before.

In 2021, Proximus reached out to EY VODW to deﬁne a new model for user research. A model that
empowers the agile squads to quickly collect relevant and valuable user insights.

“

“

Our main challenge is to make the voice of the customer even louder,
to bring them closer to key decision takers. Before, we had one team,
which captured and shared the voices of our customers, but the user
research requests around new products and services grew in an
exponential way. We didn’t want to become the bottleneck.

Laurent Lemay
User Research HUB Lead, Proximus
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Our step by step approach
We delivered the Proximus transformation in 5
major phases:

01
DELIVER A LOW-BARRIER
RESEARCH TOOLBOX

02
03

TRAIN PROXIMUS’S DESIGNERS
AND RESEARCHERS

CO-CREATION OF A
BLUEPRINT

LAUNCH TWO
PILOTS

04
05

CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
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01
CO-CREATION OF A BLUEPRINT

Deﬁning the roles, processes and tools required to perform user research in an agile way.
When creating the blueprint for the new model, we applied the principles of agile to user research. This strategic
exercise resulted in a blueprint following the three major research streams:
• Low barrier research
• Stress test
• Infusion
Based on these three major research streams, we created a blueprint tailored to the context Proximus is
operating in. Following elements were shaped together:
USER RESEARCH PROCESS – Deﬁne how the three research streams come together and are embedded into
Proximus’ agile product and service design ﬂow. The user research approach was plotted on the design thinking
diamond approach and we identiﬁed key touch points and meetings.
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES – Deﬁne what the role of the squads and the insights team should be. In both
teams, we identiﬁed core user-focused contributors and other roles.
USER RESEARCH OPS – Identify crucial supporting operations to eliminate ineﬃciencies and ensure a solid roll
out. The key operational topics are budgeting, participant recruitment and user research tools management.
ROLL-OUT PLAN – Scope the next steps, with a focus on pilots to dry-run the approach and user research
operations.
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02

DELIVER A LOW-BARRIER RESEARCH TOOLBOX

Tailored to the agile squads, to help them become autonomous
in conducting low-barrier research.
The new user research model we developed for Proximus is able to scale user research and make more
employees part of the user research practice. But, obviously, Proximus didn’t expect all squad members to be
expert researchers. They take care of the bulk of the user research, but they have other roles and responsibilities as
well. They design products and services and come up with new value propositions. User research is an increasingly
important part of their job, but it’s not their only focus.
Therefore, the low-barrier research initiatives are pre-boxed. The toolbox is a crucial enabler for the squads. For
every method, we provide the ingredients and steps that empower designers to carry out their own user research.

02
LAUNCH TWO PILOTS

Closely coach the squad members in following the processes and using the toolbox.
Mid 2021, two freshly created squads were selected, one B2B and the other B2C. These two squads became the
pilots within the organization. They followed the entire innovation ﬂow. They tested the toolbox and the processes,
iterated and tested again. They identiﬁed as many blockers and obstacles as possible.
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04

TRAIN PROXIMUS’S DESIGNERS AND RESEARCHERS

Bootcamp focusing on ﬁve actionable, low-barrier research methods.
After the pilots, Proximus wanted to ingrain the best research practices more deeply inside the
organization. The goal is to empower the squads to do the bulk of the user research themselves. The
user ambassadors in the squads should take the lead in performing the low-barrier research.
EY VODW trained over ﬁfty designers and researchers. We organized a user research bootcamp of
one week to take them through the ins and outs of the user research toolbox. All bootcamp
participators were crucial enablers of user research.

05
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

Driving the next iterations of the new user research model.
EY VODW stayed on board after the implementation of the user research model. We helped Proximus with
continuously coaching the user ambassadors of the squads at key moments in their projects. On top of that, as
mentioned, the User Research HUB initiative is never ﬁnished. Together with the taskforce we are constantly
evaluating the progress that is made in order to co-deﬁne and co-drive the roadmap with new User Research HUB
initiatives.
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The impact we made
The Proximus project boosted user research throughout the entire organization.
The new model put the squads in the driver’s seat. This transformation made user
research more scalable, more eﬃcient and more impactful.
Between 2020 and 2021, we realized the following strong, tangible results:

“

Due to the new approach, our
people dare to make quicker
choices and pivot sooner. The
feedback of users empowers
them. Before innovation was
more top-down but now roles
are reversed.

“

Raphaël Hombroeck
UX lead, Proximus

3.5 x

more research requests, meaning
and the added value of conducting their own user research.
all squads recognize the need

3.1 x

more low-barrier research done by
the squads themselves, meaning they feel empowered to
autonomously take on user research.

2.4 x

more diverse low-barrier research
methods used, meaning the squads get a better
understanding of the method that is most suitable to solve
the problem.
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